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HOW IT FEELS WHEN MA IS GONE…
•

On 29th April I lost my mother after her long battle against death.
She had sustained a brain haemorrhage and remained paralysed in
her right side for nearly two months.

•

My elder daughter told me the other day about the eccentricity of
one of her teachers who—when once his nerves and senses had
given way—had filed an RTI (Right to Information) case against
himself confessing to his class almost publicly that by doing so his
vast knowledge would be revealed to the world in the form of his
answers to the queries raised in the filed RTI.

•

And my mother breathed her last…. She died and left me ungeography-ed for ever. I was de-Montoo-ed in a day. In a day I had
become grown up.

•

I did not feel lonely, nor desperate, nor crying….

•

A little mum spread itself across the inner wilderness. Not for
long, though.

•

Soon after winds began to howl and run amok and all silences
were silenced for the following days.

•

I felt like filing an RTI against destiny. Questioning myself.
Raising queries about what I’m or not.

•

Was I getting eccentric?

•

(And I feel that creativity, too, is an eccentric mode. It begins with
a question and ends in an unanswered query. A ‘?’ is a hook
weeping a tear drop at its own perpetual incompleteness—the
half circle tipped down for some mysterious reason.)

•

And ma also left behind a question mark—a WHY to a
WHAT….

•

Yet another RTI filed against herself—against that self of hers
which hangs like a tear drop….

•

Should I wipe my Montoo-laden lashes?
ANURAAG
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ADELE C. GERAGHTY
(UK)
The Knowledgeable Mermaid
She is well read,
surrounded by copious volumes,
pages adrift like anemones,
while she nourishes herself
on fact, knowing better than
most females of varying species,
Feline, Equine, Very-fine and Anytime,
how important were secrets
to a mermaid's homeostasis.
She knows how to employ
tradition with knowledge.
She knows when to play
and when to dive and more,
precisely when to leave.
She knows every glance,
every move holds power.
The special swish and turn and
twist of a tail, the baring of breasts,
easily, readily, always waiting
to entice or suckle or play
an androgynous game of chance.
The deep and timeless need of
diplomatically easing a hand
beneath a sinking head
as he descends to his small
and awkward death.
The pink shells of her nails,
skimming his skin.
She thirsts for truth, knowing
that only man could have written
the old myth, wherein a mermaid
pines for he who's left her.
No mermaid, especially not she,
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would ever resign her rights or
exchange the dominance
of a multitasking tail for the limiting,
unreliable support of feet, so easily hobbled.
No golden lotus could surpass the allure
of the limitless freedom and motion
of her fluid tail but summarily,
the sadness of the myth is not it's tragedy,
but its lasting lie.
•••

ALAN GOULD
(Australia)
Sweet Nothings On The Nerve
I swam into the world, a stem
of chemical events.
I was a noun, I was a verb,
a CEO who might disturb
the crowd’s eye-view of me-and-them
with wiles of difference.
I slept and fed as was my need,
below me flowed The Thames.
My year was nineteen forty nine,
ten thousand forbears queued to sign
my guestbook, prove me pedigreed
with time’s long stratagems.
What mirage brings hisself awake,
what nothings on the nerve
that are as nothing, yet not quite,
a zilch of stuff that can ignite
some verb of being pitched to make
his niche in Nature’s verve?
I woke to find I had to cope
with being singular
when bruisers lined a corridor
to quiz what I was living for
to which my answer was, ‘I hope
to shun the thing you are.’
And yet I learned how I could join
a crowd when it took fire,
to roar persuasive ballyhoo
in ardent creeds that could outdo
the caterwauling of my groin,
the quick of my desire.
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What makeshift brings hisself awake,
what nervous rigmarole
must live as nothing yet not quite,
chimera programmed to ignite
the molecules he can’t forsake,
his stake in Nature’s whole?
I woke and found a little voice
urgent to be my own.
I studied love and took degrees
in Negligence and Gaucheries,
that were and yet were not my choice,
and left me feeling lone.
I woke, there placed before my view
in her exquisiteness,
a woman said the common thing
that took my Self and made it ping.
‘I am no longer held in lieu,
I’m more than nonetheless.’
What mainstream brings his self awake,
what sparklers from the dream
that live as nothings yet not quite,
this nothingness that must ignite
some verb of being that must take
its part in Nature’s stream?
Joyous, we did the common thing
creating entities,
to watch how each takes sovereign space,
will not infringe another’s face
for all the forbears that must cling,
for all that zillions tease.
Now I take in the galaxies
like flecks on jet-black ink.
So what was self, if not to give
a nothing that insists it live
within a mere eternity’s
encapsulating blink?
•••
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ALLAN KOLSKI HORWITZ
(South Africa)
Dignity
Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their
dignity respected and protected. (Article 10 of the South
African Bill of Rights)
I am the junk-and-bottle gatherer, emptying bins and so be a
survivor
I am the refugee in flight, petitioning the judge not to extradite
I am the dark-skinned Untouchable who refuses to remain
invisible
I am the bergie, age-old San and Khoi-khoi, now marching to the
toyi-toyi
I am the remnant of genocide, the Jewish Tutsi who will not hide
I am the Cuban beard, the justice Gringo always feared
I am the legacy of Stephen Bantu Biko, the children of Soweto’s
hero
I am the battered wife who breaks the man-shackle on her life
I am the Living Wage rattling the boss’s cage
I am the poet’s conscience, rhyming against the censor’s silence
I am the spat-on gay, proud despite the priests who prey
I am the slum-girl without a cent who won’t spread her legs to
pay the rent
Dignity, O dignity
You don’t need a five course meal
To eat you shouldn’t have to steal
Find a bed that’s not of polished brass
Free the slave who wipes your arse
•
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Brown (Study)
Brown house:

bell

broom

blind bells

chime
sweep the floor
the walls are uneven as they follow the curve
of the retina

bed

blind teacher at the door
reaches out to the new pupil
touches her cheeks
her brow
her skull
moulds them into herself
then traces the inlets
the tips of the fingers come to her
leads them to the piano

the new pupil takes the blind woman’s face in her hands
she has wasted many years
out of this darkness an unheard sound will find her ear
why dwell on the past
dischord
can become wavy
harmonious

first lesson
feel the keys
feel their smooth glacial scope
face the sightless eyes and wonder
at the view within

so the new pupil becomes ready
she will leave the brown house
more than ready

the teacher has no need to ask
answers suggest questions
and the teacher is patient
she guides the new pupil to each key:
let the note be noted
let the ringing tone echo

more than ready to learn
•••

then the blind teacher hands the new pupil
a violin
let her fingers trace the length of string
avoid vibration
absorb the tension
that necessary stretching so pitch
e!
can rise
s
and rise
i
and

r

brown house: home for thoughtful exersize
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ANJANADUTT
(India)
Freedom
Freedom, you are
the autumn leaf drifting to the call of the season.
Freedom, you are
the tune forming in a dreamers mind.
Freedom, you are
the paint on a wet canvas seeking it's own path to
redemption.
Freedom you are
a drop of blood trembling on the precipice of a soldier's
wound.
Freedom, you are
grains of insidiously shifting sand in a moonlit dune.
Freedom, you are
the mistral's fury unleashed on sun ripened vine.
Freedom, you are
the joyous leap of fish freed from the angler's hook.
Freedom you are
dust motes escaping from a long forgotten tome.

Home
I shut my eyes
And settle in
Familiar creaks and sighs
From the house within
The distant night guard's rattle
A car driving its owner to bed
The muted rustle of pigeons
Perched precariously
On the ledge
At the edge
Of my senses.
I'm home again.
•••

You are the dawn cloud
creeping into the shepherd's croft.
You are the drooping flag that will not fly
for a war that should not be fought.
You are phosphorescence riding the waves
of a turbulent sea.
You are pride
you are joy
you are sorrow
but most of all... you are free.
•
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BEVERLY FENIG
(USA)
Wanting
Wanting to be frugal,
She chooses the brown banana,
Passes over the ripe one,
Proud of her thrift, remembering her mother,
Who drank sour milk, curdled in her coffee,
The daughter disdainful,
Her mother a mixture
Of mildness and anger,
Who defended the sour
Swirl in her cup, good enough
For her, who wasted nothing.
Once promising herself better,
The daughter peels the fruit oozing
And consumes what’s bruised.

The Faithful
In Auschwitz, men of faith
Facing death,
Formed a tribunal
And put God on trial.
They found Him
Guilty of the most unspeakable crimes
And acts against humanity.
At its conclusion
Outraged, broken, the faithful
Shook their feeble fists
Against the sky,
And at sight of the setting sun
Cried
That it was time
For their evening prayers.
•••

•
The Adjunct
I’m a note in the marginSometimes read sometimes
Dead paper discarded.
Not here nor there
But everywhere
OxyMoronic,
Moving like air
Through corridors unnoted.
And yet
When hand moves to pen,
The paper marked,
Stares back,
Sticking out its tongue.
•
18
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BIBHUPADHI
(India)

CHANGMING YUAN
(Canada)

Fulfilled
for Ramakant K Keni

Four Frogs

Somewhere this feeling grows—
this feeling of losing things,
this feeling that fear alone knows
and blames the body
for having known what it is
through the brain’s dark cells,
the mind’s free, secular spaces.
The gentle pressure of the soul
that separates the mind from the body
is forgotten and replaced by
the cruel anxiety of the future.
Even then, someone tells me
about immortality, narrates
story after story wherein
an angelic defiance quietly defends
its own shining fort against
thestillnesses of tomorrow.

For the past half century, I have never seen
A single frog in this city, not even in the whole country
But there are four big-mouthed frogs leaping around
Afar in a ricefield of my native village, four frogs
Squatting under the rotten bridge on the way leading
To an unknown town, four frogs playing on a big
Lotus leaf in my heart, four frogs calling constantly
From the dark pages of history invisible at midnight
Four frogs meditating under a puti tree transplanted
In a nature park, four frogs swimming into a fish net
Like bloated tadpoles, the same four frogs whose
Monotoned songs resonating aloud in different tongues
With different pitches, yes, the four frogs still there
•

Who speaks so adventurously
about the absence of bodies,
their ultimate uselessness,
about the self ’s self-complete,
self-defining existence within
a world of luminosities?
•••
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Metasequonia
Neither the oldest
Nor the tallest
Not even the thickest
But the only survivor of a whole lost civilization
You have been standing for centuries in my home province
Against all storms and seasons
Among scattered cottages with straw-thatched roofs
Walled with corn-stems, deep in an unknown valley
You were discovered as a living fossil the other day
And ever since then, a park has been expanded
Into a national reserve, where worshippers keep
Coming to pay their homage, where your offspring
Begin their long march into every city
Of the new world, where you are growing
Strong and straight, shading the main streets and
Back lanes, as if to remind all foreigners of
Real dinosaurs and real ice ages

Private Talk: for Yuan Hongqi
Show yourself, Dad, I know you are around
Always trying like a true angel to protect
Me; let it be like those days when I was still
A teenager, but I will tell you all you wanted
To know about my feeling; for instance, I don’t
Like you to force me to recite Chairman Mao’s
Quotations, and I hope you would put Jin Yong
Rather than Karl Marx under my young pillow
Yes, let it be as if we were both younger, healthier
Suffering from no ischemia, our family curse
But having plenty of blood flowing behind our
Yellowish chests; let it be that we have no secrets
As father and son, and work together to help
Our offspring survive and succeed in this degrading
World, so full of snakes, snares and snobs
•

Not unlike me, or my fellow diasporas
•
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Another Afterlife
Like a goat fleeing from the zoo
My trueself wandered afar
Into the heart of darkness, where
I saw Milton’s Satan struggling
With agonies, while swarms of spirits
Trembling amid a black fire
Following Dante’s steps, I tried to
Find Yuan Wang, the supreme ruler
Of the underworld, hoping to
Exchange my soul
For his little brushpen
(he uses to keep his registry book
Much like Dr. Faust selling his
For worldly knowledge
My majesty, I began to negotiate
But there is no registry here
The king said, just suffering subjects.
Meanwhile, others are also trying to
Greet him in an endless queue
Here I find no classes
No sexes, no age or racial differences
Except human souls drifting into
A huge alchemic furnace, where
They are boiled with conceptions
Until we all evaporate above the ground
Like mists, on a sunny summer morning
This is neither escape nor astray

DANIELLE IZZO-BUCKNER
(USA)
Images through Atmosphere
The day I heard the Japanese drums play
I was dreaming
I was dreaming about the bums
about what I once called love
what I once called love
I was dreaming the day I heard those drums
each tap
tore tightly across me
bound me
to the ghosts and echoes
of the magnificent
beatific lovers before me
They asked me on stage
and I dreamed of the city
I thought was home
I dreamed that the bum with the cannabis bonnet
and Indian bones as thin as drumsticks bum woman
would dance
and love
at the edge
under the stage
I dreamed of their smells
so foul
as they carried the hippie free city and all its strung-out
strong-on pain in the ragged tired pores of their skins

•••
I dreamed of the Blackfoot war songs
the Pawnee ghost dancers
chanting
chanting
in unison
to the shrill of Tokyo
24
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I dreamed of the Rastafarian
swinging his dreads in the cold rain
drinking cold beer
in the hot sun
with the Indian woman
smoking a joint with the bonnet wearing bum
I dreamed that I wasn’t a writer
that I wasn’t filled with shame at every instance of suffering
that I call:
“the muse.”
•

Nomads
laced in my reverie
all distractions
satisfactions
unclogged
from the muck
plucked from under
dreams of seduction
filtered through gentle perfumes
reek
of you:
let us fall into romance
like nomads
wasting their yearning
consumed by their yearning
let us fall.
•••
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DEAN BRINK
(Taiwan)
Lost Horizons
Quality is one thing we never tire of rounding corners for,
leveling up measured against golden ratios broken for a higher
pleasure.
The Howells called itsublime, questions as vast as qualia can
slide
into phase, tailor a new cordiality the light left on for
still, gravel and asphalt gathering at the graded mountains
divvying views between the bay and city nights.
A pruning of time hangs down from a tree once filled with
apples
along with a tangle of kites, hand-me-down windbreakers
andcheckered slacks for children sent to stir boiled fava beans
in giant vats.
They say the higher they tumble up on the trampoline
the bigger sky they duck as planes pass with their zoom
the one skill we used up beating the clock.
Since the crew came ashore there are no moreahoys,
just silent snooping for more than meets the eye:
the streets deserted, smiles toned down
as if a storm had spun its way inland long enough to
scare everyone back to bed, but turned soft,
gusts whistling lightly through lead and glass.

Unlikely Story
From a handful of hops tossed in Berlin
breaking water at Madigan Hospital, he vowed
to go on and why not? All the king’s keelsmen
not to be trifled with, backing down their role
in the grand trickle of things, lest they shift
amidst the same handful of notes any notes
filling in surround-sound collapsing.
True, we owe to them the smooth sky
but not the brooding broken stars. Their water
approaches, shadows us like drunken sailors. I’m in
over my time, too quiet for my own good, turned
to master the new local spirit, farm vacant lots kept tidy
and practical, a return from genteel conglomeration
and wilted boxcars thanks to shovels painted into pitchforks.
No one notices scraping in all the tinkling, hay everywhere a
cascade.
•••

•
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DIEM TRAN GERBA
(USA)

GALINA NIKOLOVA
(Bulgaria)

100 Words of a Writer

if you don’t know what to do with yourself
Translations by: Angela Rodel

My internal critic has gone to point at someone else’s
insecurity.
Taking with her the
Delusions and facades
That formed the turbid Neapolitan layers of my existence.
No longer will I listen to her judgment of what is right and
wrong,
Of choosing a smile reserved for a child, an aging man, or a
bored store clerk.
Now left with nothing but free will,
I roam the streets like a hapless fool,
Searching for meanings and definitions,
Licking off the broken words of failed writers and poets
Stuck to the pavement.
And for thisThis void,
I am now sane.
•••

she told me
stay
you will be a little child sitting amidst the branches of the
cherry tree
only your mother can find you there
because she’s already done it once
amidst the branches of the cherry tree
is fine for reading and writing
and peering into the neighbor’s yard
where nothing in particular is going on
what do you know
with your eleven years
about the answers to the questions
youwillaskyearslater
what do you know besides
sketching figures with a stick in the dirt
watching
how thequince’spinkblossomsfall
how the chickens peck at them
sweets for them
nostalgia for you
if you don’t know what to do with yourself
stay at home
grow old
go out
to ride the streetcars
if you don’t know what to do with yourself
remember
•
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our outlines crumble
likedisintegratingglaciers
the dry land we once had
slowlyrecedes
beneaththehard-chargingwater
this morning
after yet another
night
of unusual temperatures
we found
a
drowned
polar bear
given these climate changes between us
she will soon be followed
by other
attributes of our happiness
and the balance in our nature
there’s no way
to escape
or to pretend
that it’s not happening
to us
the question in all of this is
you and i
will we disappear
will we adapt
will we remain the same
and all in all
what will it cost us
•
32
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letter from a friend
“you’ve been gone a long time
you’ve surely left
forcuba or new zealand
for good
or in the palmy haze you sip
from the salty rim of your boundless
margarita
and there’s no point in me thinking of you
at all”
reply to a letter from a friend
(days later)
I tiptoed into the new year
I shut the door
as his footsteps died away
I received in the mail
the voice of a ukranian woman
who sang as if weeping
I stayed awake one whole night
I embraced my father in a dream
Ilaughedheartily Iweptaloud
I often went to the cinema I remembered
only one bright red balloon with a basket
I told my biggest secrets
to a complete stranger
he forgave me some of them
I set off after a random man on the street
I was silent for nearly an hour in the dusk of a church
I saw off three planes one car one train
I calculated that I’ve worn glasses for five years now
if they were a person
next year they’d be starting school
I called to mind
twofairytales from childhood
at times I hum various melodies to myself
all in all
think of me again
I had forgotten all of that
I embrace you in the air
where are you
•••
Prosopisia
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H. L. HIX
(USA)

One person photographed photographing another

These objects, and no others.

Neither any longer the subject of a photo taken
in such weather, so long ago. Could either be alive still?
Not likely. Yes, they’re young, but the picture’s not. Yes, someone
saved it, with these others, in this shoebox, lid illegible
under attic dust, mistrustful stepsister to snow.
But the shoebox outlasted everyone, those we see
in the photograph, the one who kept it, any who would know
their names. Is well on its way to outlasting me.
•
Answering one would raise two more of the questions lurking
here.
What is blizzard fog? What else makes action and inaction
equally treacherous? I saw movement, but I thought
I saw light. I should pull over, but not now, not here.
It’s so quiet, the threat of the sudden. They’re cold, these
questions
that blur thought as snow blurs light, as photographs blur
action.

The wardrobe my mother’s father made for my mother’s
mother,
big as their caskets side by side, stood on end, and as heavy.
To make the shadow looming over my sleep feel familiar,
I ship the wardrobe — useless ballast — city to city
as I fail. Silver tarnishing in a cracking leather case.
Chipped china, surely lead-glazed. Grainy black-and-white
candids
of relatives I never met and couldn’t name. Placemats
crocheted by a great aunt to measure her measureless solitude.
•
From the brutality of brutal circumstances,
only brutality follows. Don’t think that you
would not be brutal then, are not already. Don’t think visions
will angel you, unanimal your circumstances.
Don’t think you will think. It is one form of brutality,
to think the visions you are given are given to you.

•

•
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36

I would trust the map more if I trusted the terrain less

The world needs its pulse taken, that’s for sure

Storm swarms in from the west, frenzies the wheat. Shivers
knick-knacks
from shelves onto the shag. This tenuously tied-down trailer
will disintegrate in some funnel soon, but while you relax,
secure on your foundation, I feel things. You should hear
these windows rattle. My rent is twice what this tinderbox
is worth, but half a shambles in town. And better
a hundred miles from the horizon than three blocks
from the market. There’s such a thing as honest weather.
•
If measurement or meaning could occur apart from context,
I would accept as context the context you supply, but
the chill wind blowing in off the bay has history
and nature on its side. And fog, which turns any context
on its side. If all that ought to really did occur,
I’d accept, instead of measurement or meaning, history. But.

How far would you have to walk to find potable water?
If poetry has not been asking that question, why not?
Out here, whole towns have been abandoned, gone back to
mule deer
and ptarmigan after generations of winter wheat.
How would you heat your home? How far is affluent from feral?
How suddenly would you have to leave? What would you bury?
Already above us — out there — satellites send signals
nothing here any longer receives. Strange times. I worry.
•
Our divine natures and our animal simplicities
observe one another when no one is observing them.
Each finds in the other unaccountable comfort.
We learn to mistrust our animal simplicities
when we see them stalk and devour our grace-tinctured natures,
but find unaccountable comfort in this observing them.

•

•
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IMMANUEL SUTTNER
(Australia)
Two Poems On Ageing
As the story of your body's aging unfolds
everything just keeps on getting easier and easier
you find yourself simply doing
whatever needs to be done:
making school lunches
flipping a cockroach back onto its legs
reversing into a lamp post
attending an art exhibition or bar mitzva
picking up the scans which reveal arthritis
restructuring your insurance
shouting at a teenager
burying your parents
standing in dog shit
enjoying your coffee
writing in your blog
going bankrupt
picking up the dishes from the caterers
lying awake consumed by anxiety
enjoying and often grateful
as you slowly become
exempt
accepting
unable or unwilling
to move a millimetre
from the invisible trajectory
of the silver bullet
with your name on it
__________________________

38
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A school hat with a name in it
of a child who has long since left the school
a small photograph of a woman who
has long since left this world
a pigeon flying overhead
carrying the DNA
for a thousand future generations of pigeons
all cross my path
now
___________________________
On the ‘fashionable-causes-on-western-campuses’ tree
Israel/Palestine
is low lying fruit
while higher up
unseen and unpicked
Tibet, DR Congo, Kurdistan, Xinjiang, North Caucasus, South
Sudan, Central African Republic, Syria, Iraq, Zimbabwe, North
Korea, the Sahel, Kurdistan...
quietly rot away
•••
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KANGE RAYMOND KAHNGE
(Nigeria)
Silence of Midnight
(Meditations of a Nocturnal Artist)
How I crave the elements of thy sanctuary
Hardly waiting for the traffic of daily life to cease
I long to run from this deafening abyss of lifelessness
And escape to the embrace of your alluring stillness
Where my mind engages the ideas of ages past
And my spirit mingles with the powers of worlds unknown
Little ones fall to the slumber under your spell
Long before the lullabies reach their end
Even restless hunky cockerels
From chasing spooky damsels
Enjoy your lengthy shut eye retreat
As though they knew not the hour of boast
As you are gently unmasked
By the trice of approaching daylight
My heart pleads for a superficial extension of time;
For my inspiration was heightened
By the bliss of your enlightening pitchy dimness
I will await your return… o silence of midnight
•

Songs of the Almajiri
Piercing innocent eyes exhibit fear and courage
Bravado and reluctance, love and hate
Barefoot and clad in torn and tattered tunics
Scarcely draping skinny and coarse flanges
Ebony tones with thick layers of dirt
Caked by dry tears and laboured sweat
They crave the tender arms of a genial mother
The tough voice of a gentle father
But hear only daily orders from a strict master
Nursery rhymes and numbers befit their age
But they must learn the symphonies of Lazarus’ songs
Filing out in bands and troops
They chorus in perfect ear-busting harmony
Bellowing at the gates of the wealthy and the humble
Travellers’ parks and bank driveways
Shoving their way with empty bowls and plates
In short breaks they scavenge for crumbs and leftovers
Burrowing heaps of refuse like goldmines
They retreat under scanty shades to make booty boast
In the scotching heat or biting cold
Some will catch a nap on the nearest porch
But must soon rise to confront the day’s dealings
For the master’s hard look will reward or reprimand
No hand must turn in blank
With equal zeal and gusto they scamper out
Like soldiers answering a call to arms
It is a war of some sort ... a battle of survival
Fought by naive foot soldiers
Destined to a childhood of begging
•••
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LAIDESALAKO
(Nigeria)

LEE (EMMETT)
(Australia)

We Are Not Black

At The Bridge

Our world is covered in darkness.
Yet it is broad daylight.
No, it is not that eclipse of the sun.
It is the eclipse of our dark mind.
It is the eclipse of our gloomy politics and economy,
The incandescence overshadowed by the bushel of civilised
prejudice, complex and greed.
We are not black because our skin is dark,
Someone must have thought us dark and called us black!
God nor Science calls us black,
We are black because we were painted black.
We are black because the devil is black.
The mistake we made was to accept the epithet, and admit
the connotation.
For God is not white because good is white,
White is superior to black so God has to be white.
White chalk is good on blackboard,
So is charcoal on whiteboard.
But the whiteboard is a product of modern invention.
Hence, white is superior to black.
Not by precedence but by preference.
he who invented the word, 'black.'
did not create the dark world.
It is the myopia of our mind eye.
Adam and Eve enjoyed the bliss of naked ignorance.
The serpent and the fruit cured their innocent blindness.
Who says white, pure and black, bad?
The rest is history.
White and black are colours,
Both colours have their use.
White can be bad and black can be good,
It is all a matter of the use, colours are innocent.
But mixture of white and black is equal to...?
For if black is bad and if white is good,
If dark is evil and white is godly,
Shall we remove the colour black from among the colours of
the world?
42
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at the bridge
over Sherbrooke Falls
grow tall eucalypts
a lyrebird calls
tree-fern fronds
uncurl and spread
providing dappled
shade overhead
small creek flows
over grey rocks
distant cockatoos
screech in flocks
late afternoon sun
radiates bright beams
fungi thrives
on dark dead limbs
forest cools
as evening comes
restful tranquility
among towering gums
•
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LESYA MUDRAK
(Ukraine)

Running Water (Onomatopoeia)
water plops into pond
splish-splash downhill
warbling magpies in tree
trilling, melodic thrill

****
Pulse opened up
in forms of clay.
All set in stone.

whoosh, passing breeze
flags flutter and flap
frog croaks, bird whistles
babbling bubbles from tap

All except us…
You are driving
broken waves…

Here are some more pics if you need them for the poems.
I will send one or two more in a separate email because they are
taking too long to load up.
•••

I start trembling…
I am burned…
– Bored?!
– No!
Up in
flames.
Filled up evening
drags us along.
You’re saying:
– I’m thinking…
The body’s a mine…
I’m polishing the bronze
of my feelings by a feather.
Here – we’re engaged fingers alight.
This is the love
of a hundred voices..
Howling, there is no way out…
Give yourself as you are…
Energy out.
…I’m not a mistress!
I’m not the one they call when needed…

44
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Wait!
Don’t go!
Don’t go!
It is –
much too high…
there – much too hiiiiigh….
much-toooooo-hiiiigh!!!!
***
Stop!!! Ob-vi-ous
via the lobe, ooo!
Here, look – is it you,
or is it not:
forgot,
your God,
jackpot…
A gnome wailing in the head
…he-he-he-head…

…What it Tibet for us,
does it matter –
we are going back, and still deeper…
Dasein,
drink
what the moon has taken,aaah! –
this is the language of these bodies:
quietly, quietly going in circles…
Count?..
Mastering final amount?
Then – STOPPP!!!
aha!
…you can’t see the bottom!
•••

tears in my eyes:
Izolda without Tristan
lived through three
states,
and not…
Olzha?! sting –
in your
womb?! –
splitting…
VIP trance –
marriage vows –
arise…
Do you have a lover?
And – STOP!
Again – to your post?!
Your inner Fortune
raises a toast:
– To you, to me,
and to our child…
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MISCHAANDRIESSEN
(The Netherlands)
Wallenberg
You were already there,
coats on, had let go
of each other, only two things
were allowed; your brother
a jar of jam and a bear,
you a bear and a book.
In a minute it would be different,
the new house a haven.
They would come and get you,
would not yell, they came,
yelled: ‘Come on, hurry up,
hurry up now.’ Their faces
grey as walked-dirty snow.
You grasped the tailboard
with both hands, your brother the jam.
You looked into the distance of the street
in which everything you knew disappeared.
Your brother cried. ‘Don’t be afraid,’
You cried, ‘I’m not afraid.’

Abda
In the uniform of the young army doctor
he randomly picked patients from the lined-up
row unknowns, till it was enough
to provide an alibi.
They disappeared in the stolen ambulance.
His father he did not see.
Down the road he let go everyone.
‘You can’t,’ he answered
to their asking how they could thank him,
saw them running through the empty land
and drove to a camp, that had not been erased
on his map.
In the hurriedly lined-up row he found
new patients none of which his dad.
Then he shut the hatchback,
threw away the map, got in the car,
drove further, did not look anymore
at the cracking, black land
or at the young women in the field
blushing with shame
about so much luck.
•

•
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Harvest
Summer was gone for sure,
the grass dull-green and dry.
Behind man-high corn and grain the horizon hid.
From the land that was his and appeared yellow like a desert
they would live all year.
When we called on his men to himmaybe that one the farmhands said something,
one or more of them denied with a nod
that the crops were a hide-out
where men were guarding, covered by the growth.
And maybe some of them turned away
when he took the first torch and threw it on his field.
•

Passage
You walked straight into their laughing faces.
A glove grabbed the suitcase
of your son and you didn’t resist
took his frightened head in your hands,
covered his ears, said it
was a dream because look there how dark.
And also the barking that came through despite everything
died away. ‘Everything’s fine again,
you hear? Everything’s quiet again.’
And at the grinning glove
you cried: ‘I do not speak your language.’
In that language, your tongue thick
from fear and disappointment.
You saw yourself in a pane,
a vehicle at the end of the street,
heard them crying there,
fighting for a seat, distracted
your son with gestures, hoped it.
•
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MUHAMMAD SHANAZAR
(Pakistan)

NDUE UKAJ
(Kosovo)

An Ode To The Detached Leaves

Utopia

Ah! The blows of autumnal wind,
Cold and callous, have encroached at last,
They have made the leaves their victims.
Look! they fall like drops of rain,
Bearing no strength of their own.
They move with the gushes of wind,
Without their own consent,
They oscillate on the wings of some invisible agents,
Who possess the secret powers,
To dispose what one proposes.
I recall once they were attached hard,
To the branches and boughs of the shadowy trees;
And sap ran into their veins,
As blood runs into the human network;
And they fluttered resisting each coldhearted gust.
They were resolute to go through each ebb and flow,
Establishing firm relations to the nourishing limbs.
And Mother Nature came stealthily to give them wash,
At the moonlit nights with the drops of dew.
While they fluttered, they produced symphony,
Unknown even to the ancient master musicians;
And they whispered in mysterious sounds,
Only understood by the cuckoos or nightingales:
The singers and agents of the feral world.
Now they rustle with each move of the autumnal gusts,
Or crackle under the feet like too crispy dried petals;
And some float on the stagnant water with green surface.
Ah! 21st century is the dawn of autumnal winds,
The blows and fatal gusts have diverted the civilizations,
And they now move on the tracks of conflicts,
Human beings fall like leaves, waft along the blows,
Detaching themselves from the nourishing boughs
And shadowy branches of faith, love and tolerance.
•••
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Everything is different, in the horizon the Sun is crumbled
The crumbles remained on the earth’s heart like triumphant
arrows.
We can’t recognize the colors through the wind caressing the
memory
We do not read poetry in the universe of foolishness
Where relations between darkness and light
Appear just like relations between the wall and thought.
Behind is played the surprising game, just like before
Birds are falling in the ground, just like in times when hell
was written,
Oh God, everything has changed,
At a time when a small fence is darkening our our big eyes.
The moon finds a path through mummy hands remaining
like arrows towards the sky
And the sun dissolving just like a candle through tired eyes
Who can’t see anything in the blue sky, except a small cloud
A cloud darkening everything
Therefore vision is coiled in space
Just like the wind creating its avalanche
Then many faces appear.
At a night, when everything is different,
Containing inside the borders within your head
When you feet walk through illusions
And squeeze their bad dreams
For the time that isn’t
For the time that wasn’t
For the time that will not come
For the time that goes with the wind.
Utopia struggling against reality
Her dreams hiding at the corner of secrets
Are swallowed
•
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Godo Is Not Coming
It is raining, the road from Ireland is impassable
The sea cannot be passed with small steps,
on rainy nights
When solitude is overwhelming you
enjoy the earthquake cracks of the Earth
When pain has no time even for scientific explanation.
Godo is not coming; it is late, infected by the welcoming
Sleeping comfortably, amongst both of our dreams.
He is not coming,
neither under the tree of life nor in the theatre of wonders,
Under the sleep of expectation
which your time doesn’t understand...our time.
You are waiting, like the bride on the abandoned bed,
Dreaming of him with open arms as
he brings a sack full of dreams
Extending your hands with softness,
as in the beloved hair...relaxes there
And prays to your dreams, intertwined through your tall fingers.
Suddenly a bite freezes your body, your hand flies from the sack.
Wiping your forehead you understand that
Godo didn’t come, neither his enigmatic look.
Nonetheless you are not convinced that
your dream entered in a sack.
It was tied forever just like Godo’s arrival.
Surprisingly passed on the other side of the furious
river of words
As you pass amongst the dreams
full of wonders towards the guards of time
That makes the noise of life in the dream of expectation.
Nearby the time guards
Foster the hope that Godo nevertheless will come.
Godo is not coming, no...!
You are crying,
crying frantically until your tears have made a creek
Between your cheeks and your continuous flow of tears.
Where the heart beats are felt like the steps of the unknown
In the gloomy night when grief is around the corner
And even Godo could experience it
on his hands and be thrown desperately.
•
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Godo Is Coming
Stop crying continuously, Godo is coming
The storm has stopped, the road from Ireland is open
He has softened his turbulent vision and his sadness of Achilles
Even the pain in his chest has healed.
He is coming through the Tree of Life.
Where you have created the nest of welcome
With a swamp of wishes noosly tied.
Godo is coming with the music of sea full of silence.
Your welcome has given him courage,
He is coming with the sack full of enigmas,
Nearby the rotten Tree
Where you wait to enter your shaking hands
That were bitten by the irony of endless waiting.
And the words that were changing their shape every morning.
Your bulb does not trust time,
neither for the waiting and Godo’s arrival.
With the branches of tree designs the crown of victory.
What a great joy.
With reduced hopes until the lost confidence,
dissolves the vision
And is crossing the furious river without being recognized.
Suddenly comes back.
Sitting nearby a tree with your shining items
Where the white lights swallow your emotion ate vision.
Where you are saving the nostalgia of reception.
The heart’s step.
Through the tired fingers are counting the theatre of absurdities
With naked actors nearby which
The spectators are spread through the meridians of death.
While waiting for Godo.
And the fear from the sneak on the rotten Tree,
Which is whipping continuously.
Therefore Godo is coming;
your reception has made him courageous.
Near the tree of life
With the team of actors to build the theatre of salvation for you.
And the time of reception to last until he comes.
•
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Godo Is Here
It is night, the storm is going mad
Your wet body is shaking from the heavy rain
Under the tree of life while waiting for Godo.
The reception has transformed you into a modern statue.
Where the lonely birds and night crows have their life nests.
Your solitude is crouching as a tied sneak
Between which the poisonous tongue is vitalized.
Suddenly is heard an energetic beating, you did not hear it.
Your ears are closed from the warms climbing over your body.
Climbing just as the old man in front of the law on Kafka’s story.
Waiting to enter in the mysteries of law, I am sorry,
I meant mysteries of Godo.
To understand the mystery of absurdity in equal level
With those of dehumanization.
My God,
Godo is here, with his confusing look and his torn sack,
With lost desires during the long road of return
Under the tree of life where you waited endlessly.
You did not recognize him,
He returned with a different face which you never imagined.
With the tired voice you had never heard,
With the turbulent vision you had seen.
Sadness astounded your body. The warms are falling down
from your body which is transformed into waiting.
Sadly you grabbed the spoiled head, and run through his sack
While searching your dried dreams just as the autumn leafs
Through which the drunk feet are walking
And your tears started falling in your neck and cheek
You felt in the arms of sadness
Welcomed him
just as the bride waiting for the groom in the abandoned bed,
While dreaming with open arms to have nearby the sack
full of dreams
Where softly you place your hands,
just as in the lovely hair...relaxing there
And begging for your dream, intertwined in your long fingers.
And while wiping your forehead you understand that
Godo arrived and your wait remained an endless wait.

NEAL WHITMAN
(United States)
Untold Wealth
The fragrance always remains in the hand that gives the rose.
- HedaBejar, Persian poet

I am told,
“Nobody knew for certain
what was hidden beneath
the ancient temple.”
I am told,
“Long ago treasure was sealed in its vaults.”
I am told,
“There once was a cruel Maharaja
who murdered many. Then he yearned for absolution.
All he stole he gave to The Lord. This wealth
was locked beneath the temple.”
I am told,
“Deities can actually own property.”
Today government commissioners entered
and found dazzling objects,
including a golden bow and arrow.
In its vault, what looked liked stars
glittering in a night sky when there is no moon
were diamonds and gems sparkling.
I am told,
“The Deity is not happy.”
•

NdueUkaj’s poetry was translated from Albanian to English by Peter Tase.

•••
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Found in a Garage: Sharp Metal and Hard Words*
You write to communicate to the hearts and minds of others what's
burning inside you. And we edit to let the fire show through the smoke.
Arthur Plotnik, editor and author

The poet guides a strip of metal
into the ancient steel clippers,
cutting shimmering triangles
that fell with a dull clang on the shop floor.
The harsh music of the workday
welled up in the garage
where a poet earns a living
repairingcolorful Pakistani caravan trucks.
The cadence of his nights, though,
is his own: shaping poetry
as hard and piercing
as the tools he uses by day.
Nature and romance
carry no interest for him,
he growled, his booming voice
blending with the ambient noise of the workshop.
MutiullahTurab says that a poet’s job is to write about
plight and pain, not love and flowers:
“Heads have been sold
as if they weigh like cotton.”
* Azam Ahmed, “An Afghan Poet Shapes Metal and Hard Words, The New
York Times, August 18, 2013

•••

NEIL LEADBEATER
(Scotland)
Old Man Dying
Before he died he fell silent. Walked in his mind
mile after mile
down the Rua de Estrella, the Rua 14 de Julho and
theRua 28 de Julho
to say goodbye to his limbs
or stood outside beautiful buildings
baroque, neo-classical, eclectic, modernist
to say goodbye to his eyes sampled delicacies in
popular bars
to say goodbye to his gut;
gave presents of exquisite toys, fine linen,
extravagant gifts
to say goodbye to his hands;
went deeper into imaginary forests
to listen out for birds
for clear-water rivers, crane-hawks, terns,
to say goodbye to his ears;
lifted his grandchildren into his presence
to say goodbye to his arms;
and then he recalled his memory
and how it had never left him.
It reminded him
of all he had lived through
before he said farewell.
He knew then that goodness and mercy
had followed him
all the days of his life.
Later, when there was nothing left,
he said goodbye to himself.
•
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The Centre Of Everything
Billy Fury is halfway to Paradise and Gene Pitney is
24 hours from Tulsa. That’s all happening in
North America but here, in São Paulo,
he’s reached the centre of everything the mid-point that hovers between the years before
and the years after
and some say he should give thanks for this but all he senses is a faster pace
and the accumulation of questions
such as where did he come from
and where is he going to
this man who stops to check his watch
and does not see how every day
is a cause for celebration.
•••

PETARTCHOUHOV
(Bulgaria)
Cold Spell
When the waiter brought me
my steaming bowl of soup –
as hot as if it had come straight
out of the bowels of a volcano –
the dusk outside was singing
in the husky voice of a tramp,
to the accompaniment of the rain.
Two tables away a checkered old man
was staring introvertedly into his plate,
his ashplant, propped up against the other chair
trying desperately but in vain
to burst into blossom.
The TV set behind the bar
gave out gusts of perfumed laughter
and in the eyes of all the girls
I could see the world reflected –
I was the only one
who wasn’t there!
Translated into English by KalinaFilipova

•
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Day To Day
In the lobby of my building I see fewer and fewer
faces
and more and more obituary
photographs
the countess from the third-floor flat
didn’t come back from the post office
while the madman left
to spend Christmas with Christ
the twin sisters
sank into the sky
in search of husbands

Easy
It is easy to be a magician
but how hard it is to be a rabbit
you rely on somebody else’s dexterity
to see the light of day
to hear the applause
addressed to someone else
and then to disappear again
in the black
bottomless
hat
Translated into English by the author

•••

my neighbour with the artificial leg
leaps out of bed
towards the TV screen
where the end of the century
is passing
along Sunset Boulevard
Translated into English by KalinaFilipova

•
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DEBDATTA MALLIK
(India)

RAGIP SYLAJ
(Kosovo)

The Pen Name of Prodipta Banerjee

On the Eightth Day of the Week

Memories of love
Are indelible
Glistening like
The whip lash
In the wet fields .
Like the laughter of thunder
Awakening one
From the nightly slumber
To think.
Like the poetic lines
Written for twenty long years
In notebooks
Stacked in two files .
Like the laughter of a friend
Echoing past the walls
Of the room
And down the stairs
to the street
And such is love
Where in spite
Of the torments
The fear
The senselessness
We live it
And so love becomes
Life itself
and Life
Love
And if Life is caught up in love
Then Love too is
Caught up in Life ?

On the eightth day of the week
I’ll meet and get within myself
Far from the chaos the pain and the scorn
On the eightth day of the week
I’ll observe your green eyes like the greenery of life itself
Far from the smog the dirt and the alienation
On the eightth day of the week
I’ll meet those who didn’t want me
The longing the love and the repent itself
On the eightth day of the week
Those that didn’t want me, will meet me
Far from the hatress the pervert and the shackling
On the eightth day of the week
I’ll get everything that I was missing
All the things that hindered me
Far from the fear the anxiousness in the heart of play
On the eightth day of the week
I’ll have my dreamy house
And the real meaning of existence
And my freedom of breathing
And the guest parlor for those that have all and nothing at all
On the eightth day of the week
I’ll have the place for the Holy Book
The guide of love and desires
Of making the positive energy
And the order of eternal spring

•••
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Then I’ll go back to the real life
Far from drunkenness the hidenness and the dream
Close to human pain in awaiting alchemy
From the pain to create the balsam of curing
Far from the chaos the pain and the scorn
I’ll meet you and I’ll be within you
On the eightth day of the week
•

A Letter to an Artist
You’re selling cheap the blood of words
While you’re squeezing your heart
To ooze the nectar
But why your sublime love
Wrinkles through claws of fear
And raises the head devilishly
When Zeuses watch over you
But freedom costs a lot
Even when you stay alive
Your entire heritage is the pain
And the biggest prize to remain
The art of sacrifice A testament for an unknown friend
The rider of the dawn would never stop
The wanderings through hell
And dreaming through heaven
Face to face with myself
You’d known the unknown
The mystery of suffering
Then raise the price to the art of love
When demons flirt with muses
•
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Anti-Hymn For the Freedom
The freedom is afraid from the people
When its merchants goes to the black market
The merchants of freedom at the black market
Are bargaining with our fate
The people are afraid from the freedom
Because they still don’t know whether they’ve paid its taxes
The people are afraid of being left in its darkness
Because the taxman can expell them from the freedom’s hour
The citizens don’t know that it can neither be bought on credit at
the supermarket
Nor on loan at the bank
She is the suicide of fear’s gendarme
She is the unwritten contract with angels
With the antecedents of under (mother) ground

RAYLEIGH LEE
(Canada)
March 3
This morning, I felt the sun on my skin.
Standing stark, cold on a February morning,
at the sliding glass door.
The sun’s rays, betraying the cold air it penetrates,
brought warmth to my goose-fleshed skin.
The woes of college washed from the external of my psyche,
like a bucket of water washes away dust from garden leaves.
Spinning round in the sun’s glow,
rotating in the defying implication it produces.
Myself; defying the spin of the earth in my infinitesimal revolt.
•

‘If the freedom is afraid from you
If you are afraid from the freedom
We are ruined monuments
We are perverted monuments’
The voices from underground screamed
Don’t censor the sun
Don’t increase the dark clouds in the eternal heaven
Because the dawn’s scions pull out the sun from the heart
And they do not allow freedom to walk on crutches
She is not a forbidden fruit of Eden
The Fruit of Life has the same high price as the pain itself
As the jeweled pain as saint’s kiss
As heaven’s miracle that came donw to earth
A Kosova punished by dreamy happiness
A blessed happiness with a real Kosova
But the freedom
What’s the price of the freedom when you stay alive
Translated by FadilBajraj

•••
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RK, an anthology:
Caressing the slope, the profile,
falls the drapery of our invention.
The faults, the binds, the recollection
of the beginnings:
Tall stands the spirit of my admiration,
empty is the shell of indication.
Words unable to bind
to the inclinations in my mind.

Thoughts of hers too,
lay constant hip-to-hip of my own.
hot coals sit in my stomach:
thoughts of departure only cause such.
Beyond our sheets is the insignificant,
perhaps she will roam there herself.
For now, the landscape of her profile
command the attention of gaze, touch.
•••

Down the stairs I roll,
thoughts chattering away with successive steps.
Head gnashing, arms thrashing against the whirl.
Indeed, the bottom my will shall soon find.
Up I will come to climb,
to the pedestal on which your affection sits.
Advancing onwards, the flow of space in each step;
time collapsing in diagonal ascent.
Levels cannot motivate my heart at rest to roll.
Her heart: it beats to move –
great bodies of water, white water rupturing
to force my flow upwards to you in violent conquest.
This ride; a sweet scene
strife is none, distaste exists on no palate.
Only inside me, during this ascent
lies warm regard for her ways.
Two, an oddity, cannot be one.
Instead, between lies a link,
great connections, meta-flesh fusions,
beyond thus lies the insignificant.
Breathing connections,
gazes of physical parallels,
entwined in a heated correspondence.
Sensation explode.
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ROQAYAH CHAMSEDDINE
(USA)

RUTH FOGELMAN
(Israel)
Let Me Hear Your Song

To the little girl who could never find her name on a keychain
—
who waded through twisted tongues mispronouncing her
name and heartless classroom laughter which felt like roars
drowning her small frame
when they were but only squeaks.
To the little girl who wrote and read until she lost her sight in
the darkness of a bedroom in the quiet of the night —
who wanted to break faces and knock out rows and rows of
teeth but was too afraid of her own strength
as she held back rage burning hot as coals
bundled up tightly between her fists.
To the little girl turned woman
who grew up and got
Loud as lightening
and mad as hell —
who still doubts herself sometimes:
carry on, carry on, carry on –
don’t bite your tongue
bite back
because to pursue who you are means to trek across a lifelong
path.
And as you find yourself surrounded by the darkness of
ignorance remember this:
Knowledge is what kindles life's strongest light.

Let me hear your song,
let me hear the words
beneath the ones you say,
like the birds’ trill,
like the warble of the sparrows
in their leafy boughs,
like the song of sunbeams on oceans,
like the melody of water rushing through a stream.
In the pause between the notes,
in the silence between the words
listen to your breath,
to the music of your heart.
•

•••
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Where Can I Find A Poem

Unlike Another

Where can I find a poem
hidden between the scribbled lines
of my notebook?

like a pomegranate
whose ruby shell hides six hundred jewel-seeds
Jerusalem – multifaceted

Lines about the legendary pull
of a flame to a firefly
or lines that quote the poet,*
Who has seen Jerusalem
naked?

like a river
whose waters surge and overflow
Jerusalem bestows her blessings
like a palm tree
whose fronds brush the sky
Jerusalem binds earth to heaven

Or maybe lines that tell
of the gold fill
of the Hebrew inscriptions
on the stone walls
of a mystic’s home?

like a lily
in the wilderness
Jerusalem stands alone
•••

Maybe mixing and kneading
“Jerusalem enflamed”
and “gold engravings”
will pour onto the page
as a poem?
*Yehuda Amichai
•
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SABRINA DE-RITA
(Israel)
Promise
I do solemnly promise
to obey
to Surrender
to Be thrown
Be a plate
To Break
To give up
all my Rights
Since I am no more
Than
a
Leaf
**

Dick-tator
She calls him Mr. Dick-tator
Only then he forgives
Collecting white stones
From the stolen garden
Plants in her mouth
When he whistles
She comes
She is whistled
She's a letter
In his land
She is a street,
She is an alley
She is A room
**
•••

•
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SAMYASEARATNE
(Sri Lanka)
Eyes Opened
Fairy tales do not preside
over the cold hard truths of life
I fancy myself in mirth,
adopting one of the exotic smiles
Exotic smiles, they visit you only in dreams
in fancies where you stoop down enough
to fantasize the truth
Once I’d heard
“do not dwell on dreams and forget to live”
amazed me even as a child
It was just what we were excelling in
Raindrops don’t fall from heaven
to give birth to smiles
there is no heart-fluttering
when you meet someone’s eyes
smiles do not tell stories underlying
and every passing day isn’t hinting
that a majestic future is neigh
Bury the nonsense, under a solid pit of earth
and stand upon it, stamp your feet
open your eyes and look around, be swift
Do not fantasize the bitter reality
For no one ever realized a better fantasy
•

Intertwined
She sat in that corner
the usual
he looked, and went on
as usual
to sit down a bit further away
they had to themselves
the two darkest spots
of the stuffed hall
to observe
her expensive muslin
the tender milkiness of skin
sparkling embedded emeralds around her neck
nay that isn’t where it lies
but in the eyes that remained downcast
through every dance
unaware of any eyes watching hers
always wondering into the depths
to the seas of faces
unknown to her
he saw it
this last day that he saw her
his ears caught a whispering sob
secured by the wind brushing her wounded soul
a question that hung forever weighing on his mind,
‘yes, they say they’re only lines on my palm
but was it only me who saw two destinies intertwined?’
•
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Lying to a Child
The Angel…was Black...
nondescriptly dressed,
with curly hair,
kind eyes in a plain face
that was bruised and bled
as she tried to cradle me out
holding tightly on to me
after she got me safe
out of the rubble and the debris
of the crashed car
Can it be true?
Were not angels fair
and their eyes blue?
Sashaying in her dress
glittering like the moon?
with a face that God only
could have drawn?
Why did they lie to me
my favourite character in the cartoons
was the pretty angel or the fairy
because no one could match her
superior beauty
why didn’t they show me
that angels looked just like me…
•

Sceptic
The child
who played with his fingers
his child- his very own
and the answer to his wife’s prayers
he poured all the love over his son
which in a past day was all bottled up
doubting forever, his feelings
he departed only later to realize
that he was in pieces
the last solemn glance of her that he saw
was etched to the heart of his hearts forevermore
seizing it and tormenting it now and then
what pain, doubt’s sting would
into his conscience send
repentance at not realizing what true affection was
while looking it in the eye,
he paid for it with all later days of his life
now, the little him clutches at the wedding ring on his finger
in the background melts his wife’s crinkles into a smile so tender
Maybe, he resolved, this was how it was finally meant to be
Love, first or second was to equally answer heart’s yearnings
or to support it through life merely
•••
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STÉPHANED'AMOUR
(Canada (Québec))
Art Poetique
for Edward Geyer
Cricket Players
The field is a beach dovetailing
the sea where
a fielder stands away through the convex
joint like a vanishing
expert of dreamlike ballistics
as the white ball remains
within Zeno's reach
in the orange expanse
curtailing the green explosion
where the bowler's fast-dancing wheeled motion
unfurls into that entropic scoop of
graceful nostalgia that
only the batsman's flat bat
can switch
on and off.

Butterflyer
This strange mode of locomotion resting on dislocated
scissors' twisted fin-like ends
is more
than enough
to hurl the mind-body problem into what seems to be
every planet's secret goal
that below Jell-O state where evolution can play with itself
carving out its floating device with wings
that grow out of a fragmented rainbow
and die
and move back up again above
the spine-wave impulse distorting the scissors
in Neptune's phantasm
with repetition and all
until
the body climbs over its own threshold of awkwardness
and unfolds
to form an axis sporting two hands and a voice
the mind's prime world-movers.
•••
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TUNJIOLALERE
(Nigeria)
West Of Mines
Sunset shuts this circuit’s door?
Six bottles verdant with life’s voltage.
Each Chameleon-glass a half-amber;
Menisci quivering, abetting parallax.
Rivulets coalesce where vapour crashes
Against the cold. Snake-handled by gravity,
Their heads balloon with limping tributaries,
Then burst open, softly, like a flower.
It’s a numbers’ game. Sum the polka dots
On both dice once your palm splutters.
Multiply by seven. We shall know the
Years left in us. Chance never lies.
Dami’s is sixty-three. Ah, goats will fall
In your wake! He empties his glass, belches.
Ola has forty-nine. He is balding, already;
A rim of froth frames his toothy smile.
Then, at a roll’s end, staring back?
On a pair of squares, white, unblinking,
As the sun bows beyond the horizon?
Two pupils, jet-black, fixed, glistening
•

Love Is The Texture Of Chin On Palm?
I know Love.
Is it not the surrender of parched demesne
To fingers flippant? To prodding tongue?
Does it wet eager junctions?
Roll-up the carpet of the eyes’ white?
Unsheathe incisors?
Or what unlocks gutturals
In this patois of gratitude?
You said, go softly as you enter.
You said, faster, faster...Faster!
You won’t loosen your grip on my buttocks?
That you love me. All of me.
My chin is propped on my palms.
I said I loved you. Did you hear?
You gather your gown by its hem
Yielding to the flattery of pleats.
You are wearing a lipstick smile.
I imagine the moment
You dug into me, stuck in gibberish?
Before a thousand bumps rose from your neck,
Before you said, stop; please stop, it’s enough?
What I see are tadpoles swimming for life.
What I hear is the flutter of wings
Like hearts beating, pressed for blood.
What I feel
Is the texture of chin on palm.
•
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WILLIAM DORESKI
(USA)
Metal on Metal, Stone on Stone
Last night the bookstore burned down,
leaving ashes weeping in layers
of sediment glib as bedsores.
Behind the ruin the river smirks
with glassy but angelic intent.
I should have read all the books when
I could still read and the bookstore
yawned and stretched and opened
its Platonic cave to receive me
or perhaps re-birth me in pastels
extravagant enough to smother.
I always detoured to the coffee shop
where fantasies conversed or texted
with their tiny pointed fingers.
Old friends assumed new forms and cried
wild cries as if flowers protested

I sit by the river in a suit
woven of human hair. I save
this suit for special occasions,
when stars appear in daytime and snow
[stanza break]
pours from August thunderstorms.
I’m so incorrect I should turn
myself in. The cops would laugh
because I’ve faked so many blizzards
that no one thinks I understand
how to wear the gloves of nightmare
all the way to the grave. The river
wants to swallow the ashes and float
my skeleton, but can’t reach us
unless someone flushes something
gross and moaning down a pipe
someone else mistakes for a womb.
•••

the intermittent gloom. Our coffee
arrived in cups too small to corral
thegray-blue nuance that defined us.
Newspapers rained yellow news
that eventually stuck to the floor
in greasy smears. Maybe the fire
fed on that mess. Maybe the books
weren’t the cause but the victims.
Police insist the screams they heard
from the fire weren’t human, animal,
or vegetable but combined
metal on metal with stone on stone.
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YASMINE ANDERSON
(USA)
Meeting
In a semi-crowded grocery store—a Kroger maybe, the one on
the corner of the street where we learned how to ride our first
bicycle on timid legs, how not to cry when we came home with
scraped knees—I heard a shokranheld quietly under the breath
like a little girl saving a petal from a rainstorm. I turn the corner,
pretending to eye the watermelons, fruit my mother taught me
to cup in my hand, tapping the emerald shells to find the best
one. The man and the woman I'm trying to watch are standing
at the meat counter, maybe looking for basturma. I ate it with
my family in Egypt on early mornings, looking down at Cairo,
already awake for hours, from our apartment window. The man
and the woman are walking away from the meat counter with
empty hands. I think of finding my sister, planting her near the
man and woman and speaking to her loudly in Arabic. They
would turn, maybe just offering a knowing smile or even
beginning a conversation in Arabic, our sounds punctuating the
low hum of Kroger's air conditioners and freezers. But I don't
know enough Arabic to pursue this. The couple would look at
me expectantly, waiting for my response to their tangled pattern
of sounds, so I only watch from a distance, eyes searching as I
pretend to look over the display of Campbell's chicken noodle
soup. I see now that my mother was not teaching me how to
pick the best watermelon, but how to send out a signal in a new
language, to call out to a stranger in a grocery store, to say "I'm
here".

For my Uncle
It's been too hard living, but I'm afraid to die
'cause I don't know what's up there beyond the sky.
--Sam Cooke "A Change is Gonna Come"
•
We were traveling to watch someone die. And we went ice
skating and we ate at our favorite restaurants and we watched
movies with our cousins and we went to open air markets, but
we all knew. Our parents were told by our aunts and we were
told by our parents to be prepared. To not be surprised at our
deflated uncle, cradled in the carpet bag upholstery of a stuffed
chair. To not be surprised at the lack of piggy back rides and
spontaneous dance moves. I swapped music advice with him
over melted mozzarella pizza and Atlanta's sunset-stained sky
until our playlists were the same, until rushed Monday
mornings listening to Sam Cooke and Nancy Wilson were all I
had left. He was gone—when the gradual shrinking of his body
came to a close, his swollen stomach stopped swelling, when the
cancer had exhausted its supply and there was nothing left to
watch.
•

•
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Ghazal for the Scattered
To this resting place, we don our skins,
cool glass puddles treading across the earth.
Replacing them with worn layers, beginning anew,
our fresh feet graze across the earth.

Brash music dances through choked landscapes,
as smiles brighten rusted doorways.
Warmth and good natured voice-raising,
as I lift my waiting arms to hug across the earth.
•••

Our backs bent, our fingers focused,
pulsating through the empty landscape.
Gaping at the shrouds of moths, cluttered against bark
thrown across the earth.
Hopeful growth shoots from springs,
leaps from cricket chirps, collected in dust.
Weathered hands embrace soil, embrace tired mountains,
embrace across the earth.
The shell metallic, cavernous and dense,
the winged bird that hovers mid-air.
Peanut bags strewn under carpeted seats,
the blink of lights flying across the earth.
Mother’s teachings are, ancient and solid,
are the uniform boulders of the cave.
Swollen belly, plump with expectancy,
raising stares from across the earth.
Pushing and shoving, shoulder to shoulder,
bone against bone, breath beneath breath.
There’s the sound of heavy feet, anguished shouts,
as people rush to run across the earth.
Bodies drenched in night, faces drenched in oceans.
Mournful cries rise and fall in strange harmony.
Regrets are uttered.
The funeral for the people lost across the earth.
Children’s raptured faces,
cast into a frenzy by the absence of the searchlight’s glow.
The joyous revolt ensues, loud and overzealous,
as crowds reach to sing across the earth.
90
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ESTHER B LIPTON
(England)
I cannot tell a Chablis from a Chardonnay. So when the gold
embossed card arrived requesting my company at a wine tasting
session, I had to go. It had been arranged through my office. No
doubt as a sort of corporate bonding exercise, courtesy of her
Majesty’s Civil Service. It was to be held in the appropriately
named Great Rum Room of HM Customs and Excise, in the
City of London.
So it was, on a warm, summer evening that I arrived at the
palatial building overlooking the River Thames. Its big wrought
iron railings were topped with security cameras. At 8pm
precisely I waived my ticket and flashed my identity disc to the
uniformed security guard.
The thick red carpet covered the huge entrance hall, hung with
oil paintings of miserable, grey-haired men, no doubt most
worthy civil servants of their day. Brown leather settees sat
around the walls inviting me to slouch into them. As I climbed
the wide balustrade staircase I recalled the ballroom scene in the
film, ‘The Titanic’ prior to its sinking.
Nervously, I approached the room from which a loud murmur
wafted. I did not enter but stood on the threshold looking at the
mass of people inside. I felt intimidated and wished I was
elsewhere. ‘Come for the wine tasting?’ enquired a middle-aged,
portly, fresh-faced gentleman, whose badge identified him as an
under-secretary to a minister. In his pink, podgy hand was a half
- empty glass of red wine. ‘I do recommend this burgundy,
subtle and mysterious.’ He mumbled into his glass, took a
measured sip then ushered me into the room. The first thing I
noticed was that there seemed to be no other females. A couple
of black suited, black-tied, distinguished looking gentlemen
lifted their eyes above their wine glasses to stare at me.
Otherwise, I was completely ignored.
Everyone else seemed to be talking animatedly, or sipping, or
avidly reading bottle labels, or spitting. Yes, spitting. The fine art
of wine tasting involves a small sip and spitting it out.
So as not to feel a complete idiot I carefully observed and took
note of the following ritual.

One held the glass not by the bowl but by its long stem. I guessed
this was to maintain an even temperature otherwise the heat of
one’s hand would alter the character of a fine wine.
Then one held the glass up to the light and looked through the
wine to assess its colour. Rather like looking at the world
through rose-tinted glasses.
Next, one smelt or rather sniffed at the wine in order to catch the
notes or tones. However, I heard no such music.
Then came the moving of the glass in a circular motion so that
the liquid swung around the edge of the glass. It was quite a
conjuring trick not to overdo the swinging. Just the right
amount of centrifugal force was needed to prevent the wine
from splashing over the rim onto your clothes or even, heaven
forbid, onto the suit of the Minister. When the swishing stopped
then, and only then, was it permitted to sip or suck in, quietly of
course, a small thimbleful. These drops were slowly swished
around the mouth and onto the taste buds which were thereby
titillated.
This was followed by the spitting, swallowing was not allowed,
rinsing out the mouth and then beginning all over again.
After several minutes of close observation I quickly picked up
the procedures. Nothing in it really. Hardly sophisticated or
scientific and such a waste of good wine!
Down one side of the room was long table covered with a
burgundy coloured cloth. Presumably it was that colour to
disguise the staining. Behind the table stood four uniformed
men and lots of bottles of different wines. They continually
filled the glasses of the tasters. They were kept extremely busy for
there must have been about a hundred guests. Obviously a very
popular event but why no women? Had I been invited by
mistake or was I being especially honoured? Perhaps I had been
invited in order to comply with the Equal Opportunities Act
and I was chosen to be the token female. Ah! There was another
woman in black. I sidled up to her for companionship. But no,
she was a waitress collecting dirty glasses. I was alone.
So I decided to make the most of the evening and enjoy myself.
‘Would madam like to try this?’
‘What is it?’
‘Chateau neuf du pap, 1978, Vinyard Sur la Mer’. I was none the
wiser.
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‘Yes, I’ll have some.’ He poured me about 10ccs. I knocked it
back in one. ‘Quite nice’ I said confidently and with a
knowledgeable look.
He wasn’t taken in by the knowledgeable look and simply
walked away leaving me with an empty glass and a lack of
confidence.
I felt thirsty in the crowded room. I tried the pink from Portugal.
That was rather pleasant. Then I tried a white, then a red, then
another white then a different colour, I forgot which. As time
went by the noise seemed to be less intrusive and the
conversations more muted. The other guests took on a more
friendly approach towards me. I tried maybe 25 to 30 different
kinds of wine and some were really good. Spitting them out
would have been such an awful waste of excellent wine.
I preferred the sweet to the dry and have never understood why
something as wet as wine can be called dry. After about an hour
of non-stop drinking I felt much more knowledgeable. But by
then the CurveeSavignon blue tasted the same as the Chilean
Merlot. The difference between the MuscadetSevreet Maine
and the Medoc Select Gaulion was minimal. The oak aged
Tempanille was just distinguishable by its slightly barbecued
flavour. Around the room wafted wonderful words of
appreciation. The wines were described as lively, crisp, zesty,
tongue tingling soft, vibrant, smooth, velvety, sturdy, and
intense, as having a citrus bite, a hint of honey, a dark plum
flavour. To my untrained palate they sounded completely
inappropriate, pretentious, inaccurate and downright silly.
The table was beginning to wobble. Just a bit. To steady it I held
onto the edge and simply smiled at these charming and convivial
gentlemen from the Inland Revenue, the Department of Social
Security, Trade and Industry and Education, the Under
Secretary, the over Secretary. I did not really care for they all
seemed to just float by me. Their name tags were becoming quite
difficult to read. In fact the letters could not keep still. I do
remember feeling relaxed and happy perhaps a little lightheaded but from then on I can’t remember.
The following morning I had a stupendous hangover, arrived
late into work and was confronted by the boss. He said nothing,
looked at me quizzically, handed me a large brown envelope and
left the room. Was it notice to terminate my employment?

The envelope lay accusingly on my desk until lunch time. I
could bear it no longer. Inside was a receipt, equivalent to half a
day’s pay, for the cost of a taxi from the palatial building
overlooking the Thames to my home. The Departmental
complements slip read. ‘We all know you have had a great
evening but do you?’
I did have a great evening. At least I think I did. But I still can’t
tell a Chablis from a Chardonnay.
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OUYANG YU
(China)
The Will
Written in Chinese by Yang Xie
Translated into English by Ouyang Yu
I thought: This may have been the most stupid thing that I’ve
ever done in my life.
When I received the news that my mother had fallen critically ill
I rushed home overnight from the provincial capital, having
asked for leave from the Department. However, poor Mother, I
had only two days to keep her company by her bedside and
Younger Sister could not come back from the North quick
enough in time to see her for a last time.
Many years before, my father’s life had lingered for nearly six
months in pain. Now, my mother’s life, like a piece of paper, was
ripped off by an invisible hand that thrust out of the sky, with
only a brief tearing noise.

Mother left no last words. However, it was not till the final
moments in her life that her consciousness became clear. She
told me to fetch something from the study next door, saying that
the key was at the bottom shelf of the bookcase against the
window as the thing was in the big drawer in the middle of the
desk.
I said: What is that?
Mother said: The pigeon folded with a writing paper.
I was flabbergasted.
The year when Father died, while we were putting the study in
order, it was I who first found the paper pigeon in the drawer.
Judging by the date on its left wing, I suspect that Father had
folded it the last time he went into the study. However, on its
right wing, it was written to the effect that Mother was to
physically open it. At the time, Mother paused before she put it
away. Both Younger Sister and I, surprised, had reasons to
believe that the paper pigeon must be a brief will.

I was told that Mother had felt uncomfortable two months
previously although she did not tell anyone about it. She
thought that the discomfiture would disappear if she could hold
out against it. She had little expected that that unexplained
uncomfortable feeling left her bedridden and the doctor’s
diagnosis put a ruthless end to it.

Subsequently, despite our repeated questioning about Father’s
will, Mother always avoided it by changing the subject.

Poor Mother! Before she died, she hardly had a word to say
except that she grabbed hold of my hand. Still, she managed to
sigh twice, quite gently.

In fact, Mother had kept the paper pigeon all along—I found it
at the bottom of the drawer and went up to Mother’
s bed．
I was
sure that Mother would want me to unfold it next．

The first time she sighed, I told Mother that the film in which
Younger Sister played the leading role would be finished in two
days and she would hurry back in no more than one or two days.
However, it was not till Mother sighed for a second time that I
began feeling acutely aware of my cruelty although I really
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would have liked to tell her that, not so long ago, I had decided
to part company with Min again, a teaching assistant, as I ended
up finding her not suitable as my wife.
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But Mother kept me transfixed there．
Burn it right here! Said Mother, who made an effort, her hand
trembling, pointing to the bedside, in a voice unusually resolute
and refusing to give way.
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After remaining dumb for a long time, I nodded to Mother; I had to. Then
I slowly turned around and found a lighter. I put the paper pigeon on the
floor before the bed and did a stupid thing that caused no end of regret to
me later on because what I ended up burning was another piece of waste
paper that I had randomly folded- it was quickly swallowed up in a ball of
fire before it leapt, turning into a blue smoke. The bedroom was suffused
with an eerie smell.
It was in that smell that Mother gently closed her eyes and left this world.
Later,
when I thought of that,
I recalled that someone somewhere had told
me something about the Underworld Money that people about to die
would get their family to burn a stack of the Underworld Money in front
of their beds on the point of departure for the other world and they would
rush to the Yellow Springs of the other world with the Money in the leap of
the blue smoke as soon as their family finished doing it by following their
instructions.But,of course,Mother did not believe in that although I
truly felt that she had ‘
carried’
the ‘
paper pigeon’
off with her when she left
this world─and there was no forgiving me for deceiving her by giving her a
piece of waste paper.
It was not till Younger Sister rushed back and we both buried Mother
when I told her about it that I recalled the paper pigeon.
The pigeon was not spread open right in front of Younger Sister and I
when Father’
s familiar handwriting leapt from it:
Xiao Shan,
When I denied it then I was only thinking that this mistake committed
with her was all mine, having nothing to do with her, even less with you
as you came later. All I was thinking was that I should not let this shadow
impact you and I cannot let the mistake committed back then affect us
for the rest of our lives.
Please forgive me for all that.
•••
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NIZAR SARTAWI
(...........)
An Interview With NielsHav
He captivates you with his simplicity and modesty just as he captivates you
with his poetry. This is the Danish poet and short story writer NielsHav,
whose works have been translated into many languages, such as English,
Arabic, Spanish, Turkish, Chinese, Italian, and German.
Recently I have contacted the poet and conducted an interview with him.

NizarSartawi: So many poets start writing poetry at an early age.
Could you tell us about your beginning as a poet, relating how
your education, family, and environment, influenced your
poetry?
NielsHav: I was raised on a farm far from the capital on the
Danish west coast. Not a particularly literary environment, I
was the first in my family to become a university student. Those
early experiences with animals, farm work and the nature
around still mean a lot to me also when I’m writing poetry.
Moreover, I got something very important for young people: a
great longing to explore the world. Big dreams grow in small
places. As a teenager I wrote hypersensitive and unfinished
poems without much life experience. I stumbled around and
harvested defeats - thank God for the wonderful naivety in the
heyday of youth, without which this world would petrify into
conservatism and tradition. Later I went to university, where my
personal experiences were put into a larger perspective. The fact
is that if you want to be a writer, you are first and foremost a
reader. You must know the tradition if you want to put pen to
paper and take the next step and write something new.
NS: In your poem, “It’s Simply Ingenious,” there are two
references to Norse Mythology, the pig and Valhalla. How has
your poetry been influenced by Norse Mythology? How about
other mythologies, for example Greek and Roman?
NielsHav: As a Scandinavian you imbibe Norse mythology with
mother’s milk; barrows from the Stone Age and the Vikings are
scattered in the landscape. Nordic mythology reflects nature and
life-conditions here: the bright hectic summer followed by a
loooong dark winter, when the days get shorter and shorter and
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everything drowns in rain or ice and snow. Winter depression is
lurking in the corners.
I studied classical Greek and Latin; Homer, Dante and Seneca
are foundation stones. But when talking about mythology, the
biblical stories undoubtedly are of particular importance. They
are common and shared stuff for Christians, Muslims and Jews,
and the language is steeped in biblical metaphysics. Our ideas of
justice, personal freedom, and respect for the individual, have
taken their colors from these basic stories. The dream of the
earthly paradise is the engine of all revolutions. When writing
poetry we use an ancient language full of metaphysical
connotations - language is no private invention, but a common
tool, so we have to handle and use the connotations language
carries along.
NS: Your rural background reminds me of another
Scandinavian poet, Olav H. Hauge (1908 – 1994), who worked
as gardener in his own orchard. How does your own poetry
reflect this affinity with nature?
NielsHav: You are impressively well-informed about Nordic
poetry. Yes, Olav Hauge lived his whole life in Ulvik, where he
was born. An astonishing fact now when we all are a kind of
nomads and wander around the globe: it is possible to stay home
and dig deep with your own spade where you were born. Hauge
was a humble local who used words sparingly and didn't had
many material requirements. For me, my rural upbringing
means that I came to poetry with different experiences from
urban poets. Nature is not only a recreational area for leisure,
but also the cultivated landscape, where farmers grow the crops
that feed people. The mind remembers the settlements in raw
nature, and in all my books there are poems reflecting this, like
The Stone Crusher in the new Arabic book:
What is man supposed to do with his life?
Walk into the plantation;
sit down sheltered and listen
to the conversation between the wind
and the fir trees?
Who has a better suggestion?
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NS: At the end of your poem “My father’s Wristwatch,” the
watch stops after 75 minutes, and you put it back in the drawer,
saying that “Someone else can decide.” What is the symbolic
significance of this “old watch resurrected from the dead?” What
does it tell us about your view of and relationship with literary
and cultural heritage?
NielsHav: The biggest mystery in life is that time passes. Sooner
or later you discover the clock that counts the seconds inside the
body and you can’t stop it, time trots briskly ahead. My father
was a farmer and sexton (he looked after the graveyard in the
village), he died many years ago. In my drawer I have his
wristwatch as a physical memory, and a reminder to myself: our
time with flesh on our bones is so short. Now everything
happens on the run, helter-skelter, and unprecedented changes
happen every day – you know the feeling. Life turns unexpected
corners and surprises us all the time. None of us understand
exactly what’s going on, words flicker through the brain like
deep water fish; they constantly shift colours. We bustle around
like critters. There’s something we want and something we must
do. My father's wristwatch is old and useless, but some primitive
feelings cling to it and I can’t throw it away. In that way my
poems live on facts and feelings and the irony of life - and
balance between memories and hopes for the future. I want to
bring all kinds of heritage with me and to stay with the kids and
their spicy expectations.
NS: In a recent interview, you stated that “there’s rarely real
money in poetry” and “there isn’t either much poetry in money.”
In other words, you believe that to some extent poetry and
money are mutually exclusive. Could you say more about this
idea? Also could you tell us how is this idea reflected in your own
poetry?
NielsHav: A fine question, humor is needed when dealing with
poetry. If you are waiting for a train full of money you are on the
wrong platform. There are outstanding poets who live and die in
poverty, we all know that. Money is an obsession in this epoch, a
disease in the brain of our culture, but the chances of making
real money on poetry are slim. Poetry and money are like fire
and water, they have nothing in common. Of course you can't
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say that poetry and richness are mutually exclusive, but it's
about focus. The fairytale might flourish in a poor hut, while the
billionaire is turning gray in fear of losing his worthless
privileges. In the end we are all loosers. The most valuable things
in life can't be bought for money; love, beauty, happiness, a
strong family and good friends. But there is no reason for
making a mystery out of it, money, shares and the stock
exchange belong to reality, just like poetry, this contradiction is
part of the comedy.
NS: I know you have been asked about Danish poetry in
previous interviews. For the benefit of Arab readers could you
give us a brief idea about contemporary Danish poetry: poetic
trends, new voices, how Danish poetry converges or diverges
with European and/world poetry, and how Danish people
receive poetry.
NielsHav: Denmark is a small nation, surrounded by water, we
are only five million people, and poetry is a small branch here as
everywhere. A growing trend in Danish poetry seems to be an
awaking political awareness of global issues as the postcolonial
imbalance between rich and poor countries, climate challenges
et cetera.
Female poets contribute more and are stronger than ever before.
Inger Christensen was a unique voice of international quality,
she died a few years ago. Her Butterfly Valley is a wonderful
sonnet cycle of exquisite depth and beauty. PiaJuul writes
fairytale poetry full of cruelty and magic, and Ursula Andkjær
Olsen juggles with the language of crystal clear paradoxes.
Another trend would be the autobiographical prose poem where
the poet talks about his background, personal problems or
family life. Sometimes it seems almost private, but it´s also a
mirror for new generations.
Through the last decades immigration has supplied our country
with people from all parts of the world, they bring along new
food and fresh ideas, and they enrich Danish art and literature in
new ways. Something is happening.
NS: Do you see any crisis in modern/contemporary poetry?
Could you elaborate on this topic?
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NielsHav: The world economy is in crisis at the moment and
this also affects poetry of course. It seems to be a global
phenomenon that publishers look around for bestsellers and
publish less poetry. This could be a problem if poets at the same
time accept to stay inside a special poetry-ghetto with no
ambition to engage with real problems. Lots of writers are
connected to universities, and of course the discussions about
literature in classrooms at all levels are essential, but poetry
wants to get involved also outside campus. The world is on fire.
Politics, bombs, ideology and religion ravaging the globe. This is
what people are talking about in the cafe - and it’s the challenge
for poetry to join this conversation. To findout and understand
what’s going on, and if possible to say things as they are.
NS: The world of the internet has changed the way people deal
with the written word. Many people publish on the internet.
How do you view the following?
• Regular newspapers, magazines, and journals vs. literary
Websites, online papers & magazines, and blogs.
• Paper books vs. e-books.
• The facebook as a social networking website.
NielsHav: The openness and freedom on the Internet offers
tremendous opportunities which are constantly threatened by
commercial groups and regimes who want to control people. Of
course there is a real legal conflict between copyright holders and
the net-user's interest in free downloads, but freedom on the
Internet is a fundamental value that is important to defend, and
this seems to be a serious battlefield. The Internet makes it
possible to follow what is happening around the world, to
maintain contacts and exchange experiences in new ways and at
high speed. A bunch of wonderful opportunities.
That said, I must say that I love paper. I prefer newspapers,
magazines and poetry printed on paper to literary websites and
online magazines. The Internet is a deep container which tends
to drown everything in an endless flood of good and bad. You
can take a thousand year old book in your hand and read it
without problems, while digitized texts and the electronic
universe requires constant updates. A healthy dose of scepticism
is needed before we close our libraries and throw the books away.
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But fortunately the one does not exclude the other; the same
work can be published as an e-book and printed on paper, that
would be perfect.
NS: How do evaluate poetry festivals?
NielsHav: We writers are individualists, most of the time we are
glancing at the wall at home as a lonely robber in the desert.
Festivals is a chanse to meet with colleagues and share dreams
and ideas. Every business needs this kind of professional venues.
Symposia of any sort is an ancient tradition. You meet new
authors, new texts and issues. And the poems are meeting a new
audience who gets the chance to hear the text read in the
author's own voice. The fact is that poetry is related to music,
and often the tone and the poet's appearance can be the key to a
deeper understanding. A good festival can be a magical place sometimes it's like being inside a UFO, glowing and pervaded
by metaphysics. Everyone returns home with their heads
swimming full of inspiring new impressions. That's the ideal
festival, of course there are also less successful variants, which
quickly disappears into merciful oblivion.

Translators are alchemists who make a heroic effort: they
perform the impossible.
NS: Ababil has published four of your poems translated into
Araic. I am sure Arab readers would like to read more. Could
you grant us at least one more poem?
NielsHav: Yes, thank you, I would be happy to end with a poem.
It has been a pleasure to exchange thoughts and ideas with you.
byNizarSartawi
•

NS: Your poetry has been translated into several languages,
including Arabic. Could you give us some details about this?
NielsHav: Danish is one of the smaller languages, so it's a
pleasure to be translated and see the poems thrive in other
regions. It has in particular been a joy for me to get in touch with
Arab readers who have such a rich tradition for poetry of high
quality. When I sit with an Arabic newspaper, I can only
"understand" the photos. I’m trapped in the Latin alphabet.
Many Arab writers have the advantage over European
colleagues, they are able to read two alphabets. I don't know if
Arabs are more intelligent than the Europeans, maybe they just
are more curious. In English Per K. Brask and Patrick Friesen
have been working with my stuff for many years, they initially
made it possible for the poems to cross borders. My Arabic book
is translated by Jamal Juma, who himself is a fine poet. My friend
SalimAbdali has translated a few texts - and you dear Nizar have
translated some new poems, I am profoundly grateful for this.
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We Are Here
I got lost in a strange part of town.
All streets ran steeply upward, quick-footed people
ran by me dressed in light-coloured clothes
and looking as though they were carrying light
things in their bags.
I stopped someone for directions
and immediately I stood in the middle of a clump
of friendly faces. - Where do you want to go?
I began explaining. They listened,
smiling, as if for the first time
they were hearing a dead dialect.
Then they began speaking one on top of another
and pointing in all directions.
I pulled out my map. Eagerly it was opened
and studied with interest. - Where are we?
I asked with a finger on the map.
They looked at me and as a chorus repeated my question.
Then they all broke into hearty laughter,
I laughed too, we were witnessing high
comedy. – Here, said one of them and pointed
to the ground where we stood. – We are here!
(The poem was translated by P.K. Brask& Patrick Friesen)

•••

WALLY SWIST
(U.S.A.)
Prescience
Afternoon pillars of sunlight
angled from the west windows
and touched the book of myths I had placed
back on the shelf. The image of Pandora
and her ill-fated box still hovering
in the air. I remembered the several pages
I composed on a similar afternoon
backlit by sunlight, of what appeared
to be penciled hieroglyphic scrawl from an
Egyptian incarnation.
Continuing to stand, mesmerized by
the perpetuating image of Pandora, beside
the set of encyclopedia my mother
had purchased, despite my father’s
strong disapproval, for a boy of five, I was
transfixed by the imitation gilt
and red leatherette bindings. However,
my mouth formed the letter, and sounded
O, as if I were Pandora, and all
of the ghastly spirits, instead of ills that
would plague the world, which she released
from the dreaded box, paralleled
my entering this life, one in which
I knew I had sacred contracts with those in
previous lives, and even though
I saw myself years in the future,
as a writer, I also nearly recognized, as did
Pandora, the faces of those
with whom both she and I
would attempt to make reparation with, and
those who remained
faceless with whom I
was to reconcile, one of my hands touching
the book’s binding, as I stood,
with the past, present, and future
streaming among dust motes in the sunlight.
•
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